
Side Matches 

 To win this side match you will use your cowboy rifle with 10 

rounds to shoot off as many strings as you can (6 in total) while 

being timed. Most strings shot off wins any ties will be broken by 

fastest time. If you shoot the frame or horseshoe will result in a 

disqualification. The 1st try will be free all tries after will cost $1. 

The prize is a summer sausage & cheese basket. 
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 You will shoot rifle, pistol, or shotgun as fast as you can 

fastest time wins. Misses (5 seconds each), if any, will be add to 

your time. 

 

 For this side match there is will be a scenario for the stage and 

you can practice as many times as you want. Once you’re ready you 

will declare how long you think it will take you to shoot the stage to 

the time operator. Then you will shoot the stage and the timer 

operator will write down your time and add any misses you may 

have had. Like The Price is Right the closest declared time without 

going over wins. You may only declare a time once, all other times 

are practice. 
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 Pistol Caliber Carbine (PCC) is a sport that combines skill, 

speed and marksmanship using only one PCC. Calibers are 

restricted to 9MM, 40 SW or 45 ACP. FMJ, soft lead, and frangible 

ammo are permitted. No plus-p or plus-p plus, tracer or armor 

piercing allowed. 



No defensive hollow points or fragmenting rounds maybe used.  

Carbine firearms must be chambered for these standard pistol 

caliber 9MM, 40 S&W and 45 ACP and maybe with or without a 

scope. 

If you don’t have the required PCC or ammo and would like to try it 

we will provide a rifle (FREE) and ammo for $10.  

The course offered requires 35 rounds if all the reactive targets are 

hit properly. Targets include plate rack, dueling tree, Texas star and 

static. No penalties for missing. Try it, you’ll like it, just like the old 

shooting gallery from years gone by. 

 

Try your luck at the Shooting Gallery with your Cowboy Guns. 

Two challenges offered, dueling tree and plate rack plus dump 

targets for 20 rounds or Texas Star and plate rack and dump target 

for 20 rounds. Your choice or shoot both. All shoots are timed. 

 


